
The Message explained.

When a hominid insistently performs ritual burials, they know that
they are violating Existence and entering the Lie. The Human Secret is
that no one believes they are immortal. What is happening is that they
sign a  Pact  with  Death  refusing to  live.  This  make they Almighty
because, when using Death in this way, for which they have to know
that  they  are  going  to  die  Totally,  changing  their  attitude  requires
killing them. And they do not care what is true or what is false since
they are committing suicide. This is the Human Wall: the refusal to
live. Their life have turned into a curse and hell.

Naturally,  this  aberrational  attitude  is  neither  direct  nor  Total.  It
occurred in a few generations of our most distant ancestors, when the
species homo-sapiens arose,  and in a loss of reference. Those who
were born could not know what was happening and they had to push
forward, until the End of the World. And what made such a process
possible  was  the  damned  Infinity.  The  hominid  from  which  we
descend, homo-erectus,  fell  into the Infinity Trap giving rise to the
Human Being. The Infinity Trap is a natural trap of Existence that is
found when reaching a certain development of consciousness.

At birth and growing up, the human being soon runs into Authority,
from their parents, siblings, teachers in general... Authority is the way
to impose the Pact with Death on everyone, no one can escape it, and
it  forces  they  to  renounce  life,  they  lose  their  own  decisions  and
experience.  Since life  cannot be renounced,  they learn,  by copying
their peers, the trick of refusing to live. They take advantage of their
misfortune by obtaining Almightyism: By refusing to live, they will
die  before  giving  in  to  any  interposition,  except  submission  to
Authority, to which they add, but not totally, of course. This move is
made  between  3  and  5  years  of  age,  falling  into  a  much  greater
misfortune, they have also lost their Understanding, but now they feel
they are the owners of their decision. They consider their refusal to
live their freedom, and hide it in confusion. They have made a Pact
with Death and have rejected life, they have rejected Everything, they



have  rejected  Existence.  They  need  to  believe  that  they  believe
theirselves to be immortal in order to believe that they lose nothing.

Infinity does not exist. Infinity is a mathematical concept, but it is
not a mathematical possibility. Nobody believes in Immortality simply
because it cannot be believed. The Infinity is taken as a shield in front
of the Pact with Death because such a move cannot be confessed even
to oneself, it is the Human Secret. Then, the Human Secret is not so
much that no one believes they are immortal as that they have made a
Pact with Death.

We have a coin with two sides, and one side is meaningless without
the other. It is a wrong of double meanings in all aspects. The negative
side is developing the refusal to live to its fullest consequences, and it
manifests itself in a chain of traps and confusion so that no one can
unravel the wrong. The positive side is the attempt to get out of the
refusal to live, of the Pact with Death.

On the negative side is the desire to die. Soldiers die in the war.
What are the soldiers going to war for? To die (the circumstances of
the wars do not explain the War). Misery and mutism in a climate of
violence,  aggressiveness,  contempt...,  even  towards  their  own
children. It is a criminality that tends to Infinity, see the Nazis and
others. Refusing to live justifies any crime, no matter how grotesque,
because  first  they  do  it  against  themselves  by  rejecting  life.  The
Almightyism leads to a Raging Struggle that desperately seeks death.
Human beings attack and kill  to  be killed.  And the Suicide of  the
Planet will put an end to this despair.

On the positive side we have that what the Human Being seeks is
not  death,  but  death,  in  italics.  Death,  in  italics,  is  expressed  in
religions as death/rebirth, that is, Reincarnation; or as a previous trip
to  the  Afterlife;  or  as  that  from  which  one  must  be  saved  by
overcoming the Judgment of God by having made the Pact with Death
in her or his name. It is the Path of Knowledge, which if successful



means discovering what is being said here: What has stolen our lives,
the wonderful gift without a source, turning it into a nightmare.

On the negative side are God and the End of the World. Authority is
very funny because we all know very well that no one will really ever
accept another´s dictatorship. Then God offers death in life. If he or
she is Almighty, she or he will have to duel in every confrontation.
This Fight is called “the Light of God”, and it will continue until only
one remains (God is only One). And God will exist for a very short
time until his or her own death from starvation and radiation on Dead
Planet. The human being who wins will be God, and what she or he
will win is death. God will be the one who signs the human atrocity,
the Crime Against Existence of Humanity. This is the Mystery of God.
See that if you defeat God, you become God, and God continues to
win. It does not matter what cause God fights for. What a grotesque
trap! Heaven is a Corpse adored by corpses. The “Life” given by God
is the Struggle to occupy the Throne. Also, it does not matter if he or
she cheats to win.  The Human Being plays dirty,  and with him or
herself first.

On the positive side, we all know that Almightyism is not what it
seems because we put a sign on our grave, be it a pyramid, a star, a
crescent... or a cross. Even if we do not all put it on, we all have this
feeling before Death. We are making a reservation at the End of the
World!

On the negative side, the reservation at the End of the World would
be to aim to be God at the Last Judgment,  the choice of the most
criminal  human  being  of  all  time.  This  is  the  pyramids  and  other
mausoleums.  The  simplest  signals  would  be  to  bet  on  one  god  or
another. Believing Immortality is a bet that leaves a matter pending
after death until the End of the World, in which it would be buried...

On  the  positive  side,  all  the  signs  in  the  graves  are  a  desperate
scream to those of us who are at  the End of the World so that we
accept the rescue that is produced in it, that is the Light at the End of



the  Tunnel,  and  that  is  being  produced  in  this  Message.  Let  me
explain: there have been many men who have attempted the rescue,
they are the Christs. They tried to change the world and they were
lynched, others poured out all the wrath, hatred and evil of God on
them. They allowed themselves to be lynched when they realized that
they could not carry out their purpose, understanding that there is only
opportunity at the End of the World. Then they announced that they
were going to resurrect, which they did not, of course, but the others
put in the rest and, with this master move, they stood themselves at the
End of the World. The last of them, Jesus Christ, put a clear signal that
is everywhere in the whole world. Not only in graves, it  is  also in
churches,  classrooms,  offices,  bedrooms...  This  sign  has  also  been
given a negative meaning, as if Jesus Christ had been a messiah: Great
military political leader who achieves total victory for his people, that
is, a god to bet on. No, Jesus Christ was a christ and not a messiah.

All the Christs left the following sign on the Wall: “I called and they
did not open. Thanks. I come back". (The phenomenon comes back,
not  the  person).  And  the  Sign  of  Jesus  Christ  restores  the  correct
meaning to all the signs in the graves of all human beings, now, at the
End of the World.

This meaning is: Look at a cemetery, do not see dead. Feel those
signs that you have in front of your nose, and that scream: I wanted to
be rescued! Do it for me too please! Keep in mind the human despair
of  all  times!  Know you Freedom,  also  for  me,  and  do  not  wait  I
ressurrect!

That  you accept  the rescue will  not  change anything in the dead
because they do not exist. It will only make the desperate desire to
know Freedom that they had in life, and could not achieve, become
effective in our hearts. Only this. Do not fail the dead.

There is only opportunity at the End of the World because only the
human wrong can be solved here. You who have made the Pact with
Death cannot look at it because of the horror that such a maneuver



entails. And the few of us who have not made the hideous maneuver
cannot imagine, although it is very evident, that all of Humanity do
something so atrocious. This is why it is written on the Wall (we all
feel): “Only if they are completely determined to suicide the Planet
they will be rescued”. Seeing this condition breaks all the seals and
exposes the complete human move, and it is already being fulfilled. In
addition  to  the  fact  that  only  at  the  End  of  the  World  is  all  the
information available,  due  to  high  technology.  The Christs  did  not
discover the Mystery of God, nor the Pact with Death.

There remains a general and progressive famine with no return or
exit,  which would be finished off  with atomic bombs and bursting
nuclear  power  plants.  The  Total  Death  of  the  Planet  to  which  the
Perfect  Dictatorship  leads  us,  the  Total  Submission,  already
established and which is the agreement to Suicide the Planet.

The Pact with Death does not matter, it is just Original Sin. You did
it using Death because you knew that Death is Total and nothing will
matter afterwards, neither how long it lasted nor how life was. And it
is the Mortal Sin because, knowing it, you condemned your life and
you condemned your Understanding. But this is  not  infinite  either!
Use Death again to know Freedom this time and voila, which is how
Death  is  really  used.  Since  you  are  going  to  die  Totally,  nothing
matters but being Free while you exist. It is the forgiveness of sins in
life  preached by the  Christs,  and it  is  not  offered by God,  but  by
Death. Your Pact with Death is revoked.

Ok, now the question is what do we do? Eliminate Money, that's all.
Work for your own satisfaction and do not ask or accept anything in
return, except the expression "thank you", even do not work, I do want
to  work.  Then  take  what  you  need  and  want,  without  wasting  or
hoarding.  Everything will  fall  into place under its  own weight.  No
competition,  simple  as  that.  Without  any  government.  Without
Borders. No justice. Well-being in Freedom while you live, leaving a
wonderful world to your descendants and/or those of others. Everyone
takes care of their personal and individual affairs, collective affairs are



resolved by Direct Democracy in free assembly. Just agree on a date to
do it all at once, all over the Planet. The supposed religious Heaven is
a reflection of this, which is Paradise. You will have been left Free
regarding the Authority, which is what you were really looking for,
without suicide the Planet and still alive. Forward this Message and
you will have it done. There is simply a work to do..., well let's do it.
We have to  eat  and stuff.  We have always been at  the End of the
World, and it is here now. Remember: Money pays Sacrifice and buys
Authority.

Notice that refusing to live, that heinous auto crime, condemns you
to agree and participate in the humiliation of Authority as a coward.
By pacting with Death,  you bet  that  no one would ever reveal  the
Cowardice  that  this  implies,  and  you  added  to  the  collective  debt
acquired with Death, which forces you, which forces all the pactors, to
suicide the Planet before Human Cowardice be revealed.

This  produces  two  very  concrete  attitudes.  First,  the  Macabre
Grimace, that occasional broken little smile that says: "I am a coward
and I am acting with cowardly evil, but you will not be able to stop me
because all human beings are complicit in Cowardice, and no one will
want or know how to break the Silence." And second, Basic Terror in
the face of insecurity, before doubt that someone breaks the Silence.
This Basic Terror is what generates the enormous wrath, hatred, and
evil that lead to the desperate search for death, committing atrocious
crimes, and forces you to run with horrific haste towards the Suicide
of  the  Planet,  which  would  definitively  bury  Human  Cowardice,
preventing anyone from ever, neither in the present nor in the future,
can know it. And why this Basic Terror? Because you would realize,
or someone would realize, effectively and fully consciously, that you,
along with all Humanity until the present, are rejecting Existence for
Cowardice, something unassumable... Unless you stop doing it. And
now you can, with this Message. Rejecting Existence for Cowardice,
by  being  unassumable,  closes  the  way  to  all  Understanding,  what
Almightyism  really  is.  The  impossibility  of  understanding  your
Existential  Cowardice  is  what  blocks  all  options,  leaving  only  the



Suicide of the Planet. It is Basic Terror, and it is expressed in misery,
mutism, struggle, hate and atrocious crimes representing the End of
the  World.  Weckedness  is  to  be  a  Guardian of  Cowardice,  it  is  to
rebound in Basic Terror, it is an escape forward, towards the End of
the World. Now look at Hitler and All Humanity. You are dead in life.

So are you going to die like a coward? That makes no sense. Human
Cowardice is already revealed. God has lost. You will not meet with
God. Your corpse will not remain adoring the corpse of God, seated on
the Throne, and yours to its right. This was your reason for existing,
whether you were believer or not, and everything has been cancelled.
In order not to know that you were rejecting Existence for Cowardice,
you seized the Infinite somehow. If you were not a believer, keeping it
as a last resort, protected and, in any case, you defended it with rage if
it was questioned.

Revelation 9-6: “In those days men will seek death and will not find
it. They will want to die, but Death will flee from them”. This horrible
anguish would be caused by have rejected Existence for Cowardice
without  remedy  already.  You  better  not  wait  for  the  Final  Famine
because in hopeless hunger you would need to understand,  do you
understand? You couldn't commit suicide. And perhaps it would be too
late for what is offered in this Message. Beware, there is little time
left.

Do you see why there is only opportunity at the End of the World?
Do you now understand all of the above in this Message? The Christs
were  lynched  for  exposing  Human  Cowardice  by  not  submitting
themselves  and  calling  for  non-submission,  that  is,  to  Freedom,
without understanding what was happening. They pretended to live!
But this real meaning was hidden, and the false one of demonstrate
Immortality  was  taken,  leaving their  legacy recorded until  World´s
End, since no one thinks they are immortal.

The Truth is: There is no reason for Existence, the Infinity does not
exist,  and Nothingness  cannot  be  conceived.  Existence  will  end in



Nothingness, without final result. Yours to your death and Total. And
nothing will exist and no place will exist. Now, the Raging Rebellion
against this inconceivable reality is not cause, but consequence of the
Pact with Death, since the hominids did not rebel. You get all very
well.

Concluding.  To  experience  the  immensity  of  being  alive  and  to
understand more and more, understanding does not end until death,
visit the reference website. There are magnificent documents, such as
the "Charter of Universal Disconstitution of Attentive Beings" (know
Freedom),  or  the  "Scientific  Explanation of  Existence"  (know how
Death is Nothing), exquisite songs, hilarious tales, as well as guides to
learn to face death. It is very easy and simple having revoked the Pact
with Death, this was what prevented it. The sense of Existence is the
increase of consciousness, Comprehension. Your comprehension was
blocked by your Pact with Death. Understanding you will feel mortal,
what  you  are.  Accept  Life  and  forward,  you  brave.  Live  Freedom
before you die.

This  Message  is  the  "Little  Book"  that  saint  John  announces  in  his
Revelation chapter 10 (this fool, this John, exposed all Humanity. He knew the
Mystery of God, but not the Pact with Death). He sees that it will be written,
published and forwarded. He does not change his prophecy, even though they
tell him and he knows he has to change it, because he does not conceive that
anyone could fully unravel the wrong.
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